This paper analyzes internet banking fraud alertness to the general public by the South African banking institutions. The study is centered on routine activity theory, which is a criminology theory. A qualitative content analysis was used as the research technique for the interpretation of the text data from each bank's website through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns to provide an in-depth understanding of internet banking fraud alertness in the banking sector. A sample size of 13 out of 16 locally and foreign controlled retail banks in South Africa was used. The findings report that banks are not adequately providing internet fraud alertness information to the general public on their websites notwithstanding that most banks they do provide such information to log-in users and the use of that information is doubtful. This study suggests a need to augment internet banking fraud alertness information and passably inform internet banking users of the types of internet banking fraud perpetrated by internet fraudsters before they log-in for transacting. Considering the current and widespread quandary of internet banking fraud, the information of this paper is important for internet banking users to improve their aptitude in identifying fraudulent schemes and circumvent them, and for the banking institutions to invest more in the provision of internet banking fraud information to the general public.
Introduction


The internet is a handy and an opportune means to get to a multitude audience exclusive of expend a lot of resources and is as well an intermediate employed by the banking sector to get to its customers instantaneously. According to Redelinghuis & Rensleigh (2010) South Africa has a well-developed and timehonored banking system which matches satisfactorily with those in many developed countries such as USA, but also sets South Africa apart from other emerging market countries like Brazil. Dlamini (2012) cited that the cybercrime that remains on top of the list of South Africa major cyber-attacks and threats include phishing, identity theft, monetary fraudulent attacks, key logging, malware, social engineering, spam, spyware and Trojan viruses (ISG Africa 2011). Kigerl (2012) undertook a study seeking to establish what variables envisage whether a nation is high in either spamming activity or phishing activity; it was found that wealthier nations with more internet users per capita had elevated cybercrime activity.
According to Ladan (2003) with the speedy intensification of technology, the escalating exploitation of the internet and the expansion in information and communications technologies, business operations around the globe are more and more altering the manner they do business. A website, online message, or spam e-mail can get to bulky numbers with very least amount of effort (Australian High Tech Crime Centre, 2010). While genuine websites, online messages and e-mails may be full of important information, and others make use of them as tools for perpetrating fraud. According to Cohen (2003) fraudsters have adopted the internet because of its amplified efficiency in easing the business processes of the illicit operations. The majority of people are swayed to do online business as ecommerce is progressively becoming more reliant on trust than brick and motor retail. Therefore as fraud increases the volume of e-commerce, transactions will be affected (Osford Ogis, 2012) and with the ever increasing of electronic market, fraud has become a crest barricade to e-commerce (Shouming & Bin, 2009 ).
Cybercrime and the hazard it crafts are rising in its reach, in concurrence with comparable expansion in information technology (Kigerl, 2012) . According to Wang (2010) web service technology is perfect for system assimilation at the enterprise level, and for sustaining business-to-business integration and application-to-application electronic commerce (ecommerce) in the large disseminated internet and intranet environment together with the banking sector. The swift intensification of novel technologies brings into view advances in speeds and the aptitudes of wireless devices and networks, settles on continuous boost in customer prospects and forces e-commerce companies to concede customers, as their most chief asset (Stoica & Brote, 2012) nonetheless, as technologies advance so is internet fraudsters become more sophisticated. Internet fraud is escalating day after day with new ways for fraudulently extracting funds from corporations, businesses, and ordinary people emerging nearly hourly. The mounting utilization of on-line transactions and the invariable and sometimes ineffec-tive alertness of both seller and buyer apparently lead to the conclusion that the cyber fraudsters seems to be one-step ahead at all times (Khin, 2009 ).
According to Dlamini & Modise (2012) better bandwidth and explosion of mobile phones with access to internet in South Africa entail enlarged access to internet by the South African population. Such colossal boost in right to use Internet amplifies vulnerabilities to cyber-crime and attacks. As a result education and awareness are consequently essential to guarantee that both financial consumers and businesses are alert of the substance of the internet fraud predicament and well-informed about its sprouting forms (OECD, 2008) . Banking institutions for that reason have the duty to inform and educate their customers of impending threats and risks that may be allied with the use of internet and other digital banking alternatives (IBA, 2012). More so, according to Farmer (2013) awareness and education efforts by banking institutions can be attained via security links on the institution's website.
Against this background this paper seeks to analyze internet fraud banking fraud alertness to the general public in South African banking sector via their websites.
Literature review
User-customization is progressively more widespread in internet banking and commerce, while future speculation of wireless and internet banking benefits could generate more revenue to the banking services sector. Nevertheless, internet networks and electronic systems are experiencing attacks and threats from many areas. Information will be accessible on the classes of security and privacy threats, integrity threats, vulnerabilities, delay and denial threats that are being aimed at towards corporate, banking institution, and individual assets (Newman, 2006) . An e-commerce centered society has demonstrated to be unavoidable and has been branded to be characterized with an assortment of other internetrelated frauds allied with the use of ATM, MasterCard, Debit card, credit card and other medium for online transactions (Elufisan, 2012 ).
According to Felten et al. (1997) Web spoofing permits an attacker to craft "shadow copy" of the whole World Wide Web and accesses to the shadow Web are directed via the attacker's electronic gadget, permitting the attacker to screen all of the victim's activities including any passwords or account numbers the victim uses. The fraudster can also cause bogus data to be sent to Web servers in the victim's name, or to the victim in the name of any Web server. In concurrence to that Dinev (2006) alluded that counterfeit web sites hoodwink the innocent into exposing personal data, undermining all consumers' trust in e-commerce, no matter how honest the genuine online business really is. Consequently, it is uncomplicated for cyber fraudsters to make their websites and messages appear authentic and plausible and sometimes tough for customers and investors to tell the dissimilarity between verity and fiction (Australian High Tech Crime Centre, 2010). In support to that Grazioli & Jarvenpaa (2000) carried a study that sheds light on consumers' susceptibility to attack by hackers posing as a legitimate site (phony website). The study observes consumer assessments of a real commercial web site and a fraudulent site that imitates it and the spurious site holds malicious manipulations calculated to augment trust in the site, reduced apparent risk, and eventually add to the probability that visitors would purchase from it. Georgescu (2005) posits that social-engineering schemes use 'spoofed' e-mails to direct consumers to sham websites premeditated to swindle beneficiaries into revealing financial data, such as credit card numbers, account usernames, passwords and social security numbers and Perumal (2008) added that they pretense as a truthful entity in an electronic communication. Phishing endeavors have targeted bank customers and online payment services. Research has revealed that phishers may in principle be able to ascertain what relationship a potential victim and a bank has, and then forward a proper spoofed email to this victim. Moreover by commandeering brand names of banks, e-retailers and credit card companies, phishers habitually persuade recipients to act in response. In some occasions technical artifice schemes plant crime-ware onto PCs to nick identifications directly, frequently using Trojan, key-logger, malware, spyware and pharming crime-ware misdirects users to fraudulent sites or proxy servers, classically through DNS hijacking or poisoning (Georgescu, 2005 ; US-CERT, 2008; First Bank, 2014). Perumal (2008) alluded that sometimes smishing and vishing techniques are used since not all phishing attacks need a fake website. Messages that allege to be from a bank tell customers to dial a phone number concerning problems with their bank accounts asking users to enter their account numbers and PIN. Voice phishing occasionally uses bogus caller-ID data to give the appearance that calls come from a trusted organization. According to York (2010) residents of Sanford, Maine, received phone calls that seemed to be from the Sanford Institution for Savings (SIS), a local bank, informing them that their accounts had been frozen, and they required to give full account information in order to maintain their accounts open. The calls were not from SIS, but were from cyber fraudsters looking for tricking people into giving their financial account details.
As identity theft persists to nurture as a crime and a social, financial and security worry, questions of liability turn out to be more essential (Deybach, 2007) . Identity theft involves financial or other personal information stolen with the target of ascertaining another person's identity as the thief's own. Identity theft related fraud is more widespread and involves financial or other private information stolen, or completely invented, to make purchases or gain right of entry to financial accounts (Hinde, 2005) . As more organizations offer greater online access for their customers, professional criminals are effectively using methods such as phishing and pharming to pilfer personal finances and carry out identity theft at a global level (Perumal, 2008; McGuire & Dowling, 2013). Furthermore, identity theft is augmented by the nature of upto-the-minute transactions systems where in the modern economy, sellers are willing to tender goods and services to unfamiliar person in exchange for a pledge to pay, provided the promise is supported by data that connect the buyer to a specific account or credit history (Anderson et al., 2008) .
Mass marketing frauds and consumer scams such as 419 (advance fee) fraud, romance scams, pyramid schemes, inheritance scams, charity, lottery and phishing scams are frequently used to prop up phony money-spinning investment schemes or to multiply forged information about a business (McGuire and Dowling, 2013). Numerous scams, including advance fee frauds, use spam to get to would-be victims. These messages come from persons who claim to want help moving a large sum of money out of their country and folks who take action to the messages often turn into victims of fraud and identity theft (Holt & Graves, 2007) . Concurring to that Chang (2008) posits that advance fee fraud on the internet is a plague that rakes in hundreds of millions of dollars annually. The dawn of the internet and propagation of its exploitation makes it an eyecatching means for corresponding fraud, facilitating a global reach.
According to McGuire & Dowling (2013) Oxford
Internet Survey 2013 reported that 19% of internet users in Britain had experienced phishing scam; Communications Market Report (Ofcom, 2012) survey results show that 28% of UK internet users had experienced spam emails and Cyber Security Survey (Eurobarometer, 2012) survey results in UK reveals that 52% of internet users experienced a scam email. Given the level at which South Africa is in terms of finance and banking technologies it cannot be spared from experiencing similar incidents.
Theoretical framework
This study is premised on routine activity theory. Cohen and Felson (1979) postulated the routine activity theory (criminology theory) centred on the supposition that the majority of criminal acts need junction in space and time of probable offenders, fitting targets and the nonappearance of proficient guardians against crime. In addition Tewksbury & Mustaine (2010) further emphasised the hub of routine activity theory, as three essential locational rudiments that must be there for crime to transpire: existence of potential offenders (individuals seeking/able/willing to commit offenses), presence of fitting targets (individuals or property that is vulnerable or available), and a deficiency of capable and prepared guardians (a need of protection/supervision or individuals/devices capable to ward off a reprobate). In support to that Pratt et al (2010) cited that changes in lawful opportunity structures, such as technology can amplify the meeting of aggravated criminals and appropriate targets in the deficit of proficient protection. The Internet has principally altered consumer practices and has concurrently long-drawn-out opportunities for cyber-fraudsters to target online consumers. However, Yar (2005) argued that from his assessment which wrap ups that, even though a few of the theory's core concepts can certainly be functional to cybercrime, there lingers imperative differences between 'virtual' and 'terrestrial' worlds that limit the theory's expediency. Notwithstanding, according to Miro (2014) the routine activity theory also advocates that changes in the structure of the models of daily activity (technology driven life) could elucidate the ascending in (internet banking fraud) crime. Therefore there is need for financial guardians (banking institutions) to expand their internet banking fraud alertness.
Methodology
The sampling frame for this study was made up of 16 locally controlled and foreign controlled retail banks, on the list that contains the latest information available to the Bank Supervision Department of the South African Reserve Bank in terms of the provisions of the Banks Act, 1990. A sample size of 13 banks was used and the banks were randomly selected on the basis of website accessibility. A qualitative content analysis was used as the research method for the interpretation of the text data through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns (du Plooy-Cilliers, 2014) to provide an in-depth understanding of internet banking fraud alertness in the banking sector. The content on internet banking fraud alertness was retrieved from each bank's website. Coding process was done on the retrieved texts marking segments of data under categoryfraud type and the codes were represented by different fraud types and the variables were represented by bank, case and location. The statistical analysis was done using frequencies, cluster analysis, similarity matrices, co-occurrences and crosstab matrix. Bar charts and dendrograms were used to further visualize the display of the results. 5.2. Internet banking fraud type alertness cooccurrence (similarity matrix and cluster analysis using similarity index). Using Ochiai's coefficient -this index is the binary form of the cosine measure which is represented by SQRT (a^2/((a+b)(a+c))), where a represents cases where both items occur, and b and c represent cases, where one item is present but not the other one. From Table 2 below scam and identity theft alertness form a cluster with the highest co-efficient of 0.778 followed by two clusters, which are combinations of SIM card swopping and spoofing; and card skimming and phishing with co-efficient of 0.667 each. These clusters depict fraud types that tend to appear together and occur more often. At the end of the agglomeration is the combination of fraud types that are independent from one another or those that do not appear together (cash send, business fraud, spam email, smshing and pharming) with an average co-efficient of 0.1 on estimation. From Table 2 below 9 clusters have a co-efficient of 0.5 and above whilst 8 clusters have a co-efficient <0.5, which implies that there is moderate co-occurrence similarity. Table 4 . Inter though it can be argued that much of the internet fraud information is disclosed to log-in users. However, its usability is doubtful given that most of the internet banking customers do not have time to go through the log-in awareness. There is consequently high probability of being fatalities of internet banking fraud.
Data sou
Regardless of the dissimilarity in type of methodology, the results of this paper correspond with Banking Fraud Survey carried by Deloitte (2015) in India, the results propose that there is lack of customer awareness as far as internet fraud is concerned. Moreover, the results from Nelson Mandela Bay study by Grobler et al. (2011) are consistency with this paper's findings which suggest that people in that area needed to be educated and informed about cyber security as they were naive of internet and digital technologies, and risks connected by using them. Moreover, this paper's findings are alike to Redelinghuis & Rensleigh (2010)'s study results on 'Customer perceptions on Internet banking information protection' in South Africa, which suggest that in numerous cases, the information is exhibited, when a client logs onto an Internet banking site to perform Internet banking transactions. The real efficacy of this information is hesitant. Banking institutions should educate and inform their clients passably, and the banks' clientele must also make use of the various opportunities given to them to broaden their knowledge with regard to Internet banking.
Conclusion and implications
Routine activity theory is inimitable among theories of criminology in that it seeks out to explicate shifting internet banking fraud persecution risks among individuals and the responsibility of criminal location in the occurrence of criminal events perpetrated online. At the hub of routine activity theory is the thought that crimes can only crop up, when three fundamentals of a situation are in existence: cyber fraudsters or internet fraudsters, internet users, mostly bank customers who are the target, and incompetent, indisposed, or missing custodians (letdown by the banking institutions to bring up to date customers about internet fraud). When these three situational rudiments come jointly in place and time, the likelihood of internet banking fraud event happening is considerably augmented mostly in the absence of awareness.
While there is pleasure of the accessible information on internet banking fraud to the public on South African banks' websites, this study proposes a need to amplify the information and inform internet users of the types of internet banking fraud perpetrated by internet fraudsters. Internet banking fraud alertness is an imperative area to focus on for banking institutions and should relentlessly capitalize in it. Internet banking fraud material should be fluently retrievable and communicated in a mode that makes logic to the assorted clientele base, particularly within South Africa with its hodgepodge of humanities and vernaculars. Also, to curtail internet fraud risk allied with internet banking activities conducted both domestically and cross-border, banks should make plenty disclosure and awareness of internet fraud information on their web sites to the broad-spectrum public and take proper measures to guarantee observance to customer privacy necessities pertinent in the jurisdictions, to which the bank is providing internet banking services.
